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Feb 3—Bowling Grades 6—8 last
period
Feb 5—Faculty meeting
Feb 6—Confessions - Hoops for
Heart—Basketball at Trenton vs.
Hitchcock Co. Girls game at 2:00
p.m., boys to follow
Feb 8th—9:00 am—Basketball
tournament - Girls @ Palisade;
Boys @ Wauneta
Feb 10—Progress Reports go out
Feb 11—Smart Cents Bank @ 1:15
Feb 13—12:00—Valentine Parties
Grades K—5; 1:00 Dismissal—
Parent/Teacher Conferences
Feb 14—No School
Feb 15— 9:00 a.m.—Basketball
Tournament—Girls @ Wauneta;
Boys @ Palisade
Feb 25—1:15—Smart Cents Bank
Feb. 26—2:00 Dismissal—Faculty
and Staff Lenten Study

Go to https://www.stpatsmccook.com/
st--patrick-elementary-school for Newsletters, Menus, Calendars, Policies and
more.

“To infinity, and beyond!” Famous
line from the movie, Toy Story.
(Way to go Buzz Lightyear.)
Mark 4:1-20 is the parable of the sower and the seed and the different types
of soil. Some seed fell on rich soil and
produced fruit and yielded 30, 60, and
100 fold. When you read that parable, do you start to wonder which
type of soil you are?
No matter where we are in the spiritual life, we are all called to go further. Like Buzz Lightyear said, “To
infinity, and beyond.” We are called
to imitate Our Lord Jesus Christ. To
love as He loves. And to be in heaven
for eternity when this life is completed.
Understanding our calling, or vocation to live in imitation of Jesus, helps
us make some sense out of the losses
we have experienced by the physical
death of friends and family. Our life
in Christ makes all the difference,
now and for eternity.
I recently spoke with someone who

spends time in our
school and public
schools in SW Nebraska. Their reaction or experience was very encouraging. This
person commented
that the student
body at St. Patrick School is different… in a good way. Our students
exhibited kindness and manners that
are not as commonly seen other places. The school’s atmosphere or personality is calmer and just more what
we want our children to be. Should
we call it more “religious” or
“studious?” Hopefully both.

That was very encouraging to hear
from this frequent visitor. But back to
the Gospel parable regarding the soil
and the yield. We are not done. We
are never done as long as we are still
on this earth. Prayer, conversion,
sacrificing for others is never a done
deal. It is a daily opportunity and calling. To infinity and beyond… to until
we arrive at Heaven.
Continued pg. 2

l this is a compliment to all of the parents, guardians and families of our students. As the saying goes, “the apple doesn’t fall
far from the tree.” St. Patrick School exists to supplement
what is being lived at home and support the Christian life and
help it grow.
The following is from The Pastoral Constitution on the
Church in the Modern World of the Second Vatican Council
(Gaudium et spes, #48.) “True married love is caught up into
God’s love; it is guided and enriched by the redeeming power
of Christ and the saving action of the Church, in order that the
partners may be effectively led to God and receive help and
strength in the sublime responsibility of parenthood.”
“Hence, with parents leading the way by example and family
prayer, their children – indeed, all within the family circle –
will find it easier to make progress in natural virtues, in salvation and in holiness. Husband and wife, raised to the dignity
and the responsibility of parenthood, will be zealous in fulfilling their task as educators, especially in the sphere of religious education, a task that is primarily their own.”
“Children, as active members of the family, contribute in their
own way to the holiness of their parents. With the love of
grateful hearts, with loving respect and trust, they will return
the generosity of their parents and will stand by them as true
sons and daughters when they meet with hardship and the
loneliness of old age.”
Thank you for this great partnership of parents and school we
know as Catholic education lived out at St. Patrick School.
“To infinity, and beyond.”
Fr. Gary Brethour

Thank you to our former students and CYO Seniors for
coming to visit during Catholic Schools Week. These seniors discussed with the 6th, 7th and 8th grade students
what they might expect in senior high, and how to prepare
now. We appreciate you, seniors!

This issue contains many
photos of the fun experiences
throughout
Catholic Schools Week
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Please pray for our priests and seminarians always.
The following are several of our seminarians, along
with a week you might offer prayers for them this
month as they study and discern the priesthood.
February 2—8 Tyler Johnson
February 9—15: Rev. Mr. Robert Johnson
February 16—22: Matthew Kovar
February 23—29: Paul Mach
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
BY MRS. REBECCA REDL

Catholic Schools Week is always
the last full week in January.
“The current theme (to be used
through CSW 2020) is "Catholic
Schools: Learn. Serve. Lead.
Succeed." This theme
encompasses the core products
and values that can be found in
Catholic schools across the
country. Not only are we
teaching students to become future servant leaders, faith-filled
disciples and enriched citizens in our communities, we, as
educators, are growing with them. In Catholic schools, we are all
learners, servants and leaders. These shared qualities are what
make Catholic schools work. They are what make Catholic schools
succeed.”
The students, as always, enjoyed a special week of themed dress
up days, special activities with their big/brother big/sister, visitor
day, Religion Bowl and bingo, just to name a few. For our
McCook Daily Gazette article, we focused on learning, serving,
leading and succeeding. I hope you took time to read it,
because—wow—we do have a great school. Our students are
enjoying a faith-filled Catholic education as well as many other
opportunities throughout the year to be stewards of their faith.
Our students are fortunate to have dedicated teachers who put in
the extra hours and effort to make sure Catholic Schools Week
and every week your students are provided with educational
opportunities to help them grow academically. I thank God for
having St. Patrick School here
for our students to attend. I
pray for the Holy Spirit to fill
our teachers, staff, and students
to continue their work in using
God’s grace to spread our faith
to others. Most importantly, I
thank you for trusting St. Patrick
in educating your children and
your continued support our
school.
I ❤ Catholic Schools
4

MRS. JENIFER JACOBS
LIBRARIAN
ARE PEOPLE ARE WORTH MELTING FOR
Is Christ among us?? What a loaded question
right? Do you see him in the eyes of your neighbor, friends, family members? Are we ever even
looking for him?!
We can rest in knowing that of course Christ
does dwell in all people. Paul says to the Corinthians, “Do you not realize that Jesus
Christ is in you?” 2Cor.13:5 We’ve been
talking about kindness a lot at the school this Valentines Day. It helps to remember that Christ
Jesus dwells in everyone. It becomes much easier to show kindness to even our enemies when
we know Jesus is present in them also. Look
into the eyes of the people around you, Christ
Jesus is there.

I hope that everyone feels loved this valentines.
That we show kindness to the people around us,
and love to our families. We cannot go wrong
when we are kind!! People are definitely worth
melting for. :-)

Knights News
Congratulations to

all that represented
their class in the
Spelling Bee! The
Spelling Bee Champion is Jaylea, Runner-Up is Addy. Lee
and Caleb are 3rd
and 4th place winners.
Great Job Everyone!

Geography Bee—
See pages 12 and 18
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MRS. LARA STEWART

KINDERGARTEN
Here we go, flying into February! Didn’t we just have Christmas?
Oh my! In January we celebrated the ½ birthday for Katelyn and a
birthday for Mrs. Stewart. This month we will celebrate Easton’s ½
birthday and Brody’s birthday. We have been working at becoming
quite the readers in Kindergarten. Please help us practice our sight
words in our folders. Watch for new words that are added! We are
practicing for our banana split test that are kicked off during Catholic
Schools Week. The students will have to correctly write the upper
and lower case letters in order. They will also count and write by
1’s, 2’s, 5’s, and 10’s all the way to 100.

8th Grade students teach 4th Grade and
Kindergarten students to line dance.
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MRS. AMANDA PETERSON

1ST GRADE
If you are walking
down the first grade
hallway, please take a
second to recognize all
the Kind Kids we have
in first grade. We have
been working hard to
think of ways we can
help and serve others.
Keep up the Kindness
first grade!
As we head into February, we will begin a Unit on subtraction in Math. In reading we will discover where food comes from in our unit on
agriculture. Of course February brings Valentine’s Day, so
we will exchange valentines and continue to learn about how
God loves us all and wants to share his Good News with everyone!

Well, winter is certainly here! January was a busy month in
the first grade room. The highlight was celebrating Catholic
Schools Week! It is fun to get together with the rest of the
school and celebrate this wonderful blessing we have
in our community of a Catholic school where we can
learn and share the love of Jesus every day!
In January, we finished our 3rd unit in reading and
learned about animal groups, changing seasons,
space and we just finished a great unit on taking a
trip. So the kids got to write their first real story
about an exciting trip they took.
We have been working on adding more sight words
to our list and the kids are still doing great with
turning in their Reading Logs! We also kicked off
our math mad minutes this week. Parents, your help
is crucial in studying the math facts at home.
7
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For the month of
December, 2019
“She goes above and beyond
for her students.”
Thank you for all that you do.

Congratulations Mrs. Peterson!

Sister Rochell Kirkoff came to St. Patrick’s School to lead the Faculty Retreat
on Friday of Catholic Schools Week. Teachers continue their learning.
8
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MS. KHALEY LEE
2ND GRADE
January has been quite a busy month! Here is what second grade has been up to.
In math we wrapped up our chapter on probability. We
learned about outcomes and how an outcome can be certain, impossible, more likely, and less likely. We are now
into the next chapter which is money.
We have completed the chapter about the sun, moon,
and Earth in science. The 2nd graders had so much fun

learning about how the sun, moon, and Earth work. Our
next chapter deals with movement. They will learn what
speed, direction, force, and motion are.
In social studies we are learning about the different levels of government. Starting with local government and
moving on to state government and federal government.
Be sure to check out our crosses that we made with
melted beads!
9

MRS. LINDA BREWSTER
3RD GRADE
Please continue to practice the
basic multiplication facts for 15
minutes every night. It is a necessity that every child memorize
these facts in order to be successful in 4th grade math next year. If
your child has passed each fact
test, scramble the flashcards (012’s) together and practice these
for the 15 minutes every night.
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MRS. TAMA KAIN
4TH GRADE

saw a great weakness in this when I taught upper
Math perplexed the students during the last couple grades, so I hope to boost their grammar skills in
of weeks. Figuring elapsed time baffled most of the this area.
students at some time or other. They struggled to In social studies we’ve tackled lessons
dealing with our government and our
consistently come up with the correct answers.
nation’s economy.
With much practice, all of them have immensely
improved their skills, and surprisingly, test scores Students have focused on weather in science and have performed experiments on
were high.
In religion they have moved from salvation history condensation, air mass, and air pressure.
to interpreting the Ten Commandments. Always, We also experimented on the temperature of Mrs. Kain’s coffee to prove a
deep discussion takes place. These students love
point on a Math lesson – perhaps Mrs.
their Faith.
We are supplementing our English series by learn- Kain does know what she is talking about
ing to conjugate the present, past, and past partici- (at least some of the time)!
ple of thirty-five different verbs. I

Fourth Grade
Tornadoes
By Teagan and Cassidy

Tornadoes spin and swirl
As they dance across the sky
They drift and fly in the night
Leaving wreckage through the town
Screams throughout the counties
Cracked roads
Broken Hearts.

Snow
By Angel and Clara

Snow, Snow
Fall to the
Ground,
Go outside
And play around
Build a man
Or draw a
Map, then
Go inside and
Take a nap.

Earthquakes
By Clara Schmidt and Angel Vazquez

Earthquakes have enough
Power to destroy a
Tower. They have enough
Game to mess up a lane.
They make us scared or
Afraid and times so
Harsh, people need aid.

Weather Poems
Snow, Snow
By Mya Meixner and Hannah Peterson

Sleet
By Oliver Wilcox and Kevin Wolfe

Sleet, sleet, what a treat!
It hurts,
And stings,
And covers your feet.
Right when you step outside,
It hits your head and makes you cry.
If you don’t want it to
Hurt your head,
Try to stay
In your bed.

Tornado
By Corbin Shaw and Bronson Frazier

A funnel cloud up in the sky
On a stormy night up in a height,
It touches the ground
With a loud bang.
It starts spinning
With a wheel of might.
It destroys houses
With its mighty spin.
All that’s left is rubble,
And the sad people
Who lost everything.
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Snow, Snow, fall to the ground.
When you come, we hear a great
sound.
The wind is swirling,
The snow is flurrying,
The kids are proud
Because they heard a great sound.
They tiptoe downstairs
To see Santa Claus eating cookies.
The reindeer are prancing,
The kids are dancing.
Snow, Snow, fall to the ground.
Your beauty swirls around our town.

Twister

Knights News

Fourth Grade
Weather Poems

By Autumn Bonacci and Eden McPherson

It’s spinning.
It’s turning.
The sirens are burning!
It knocks down some houses
And even some buildings!
Crying and screaming.
Grandmas are sleeping.
Dogs are weeping and
Children are missing.
Parents are worried.
The twister is here.
Everybody scurry!

The Wonders of Snow
By Vince Mashek and Hailey Smalley

Snow, Snow
It comes and goes
It comes as rain
Then turns to snow
Big hills caked with snow
Kids screaming with joy
As they fly down the hill
Cold and wet
Home they go
Sipping cocoa while
Fire crackles
Baggy eyes
Begin to close
Time for cozy pj’s
Climbing into bed
Good night

FATHER ANDREW LITT
5—6 RELIGION
Happy 2020! We’re starting the second decade of the
21st millennium. It’s hard to believe that January is
done and over already. For what I consider one of the
longer months of the year it went by quickly. It’s nice
that we get to wrap up this month with Catholic
Schools Week and all the fun and games that go along
with it.
The 5th grade is starting the New Year with the New
Testament. We have talked about the announcement
and the birth of Christ and are now moving into His
public ministry and the coming of the Kingdom. The
6th grade is beginning with the 6th and 9th commandment and moving into the 7th and 10th commandment.
After we finish the 10 commandments we will move
into the beatitudes to learn about Jesus’ invitation to us
to strive for perfect holiness after the example of
Christ.
I’m hoping that February will be as quick and fun as
January has been.
12
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MS. TAYLOR GEISLER

5TH GRADE HOMEROOM
MATH GRADES 5 & 6

5th Math
It’s hard to believe we’ve moved on to our second semester already! Here in fifth grade math, we’ve spent this
first month of the new year working on multiplying decimals. The students rocked this concept with just a couple
minor bumps along the way. Next up we will be dividing
decimals by whole numbers then moving onto Unit 3
working with data and graphing. I see the students doing
just as well in the next unit has they have been doing!

6th Math
The sixth grade math students will probably tell you they
are sick of fractions right about now but there is a light at
the end of the tunnel. We have been working on multiplying and dividing fractions and mixed numbers. The
class has been moving very smoothly through this chapter
as I knew they would. Along with fractions we have been
learning how to convert between customary units of
measurement, so if you need any help converting measurements while baking, I’m sure any of these fourteen
students would gladly help out!

6th Reading

7th Reading

We have almost finished up Collection 3 here in sixth
grade reading. The students are doing a wonderful job of
discussing each story, analyzing poems, and sharing their
opinions and experiences throughout the reading. Here in
a couple weeks the
students will have
the opportunity to
write a poem of
their own which
the majority of the
class is excited for
as am I.

In seventh grade reading we have been working quite a
bit more with poems and informational text. The students
are not afraid to dig deep when it comes to looking for a
hidden meaning in poems. They also do well reciting new
information and details from nonfiction readings. As we
read through the several texts in each unit we are focusing
more on the best test taking skills, trying to improve our
critical thinking and compression skills as well.

8th Reading
The eighth graders finished up The Hobbit last semester
which allowed us to watch the animated movie after
break. Half the class thought the book was better while
the other half favored the movie. After finishing up the
movie we started on Charles Dickens’ book A Tale of
Two Cities. The students are a bit weary of this novel,
more so than the others, but we will work through it together and take it day by day.
13
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MRS. HALEY PRIEBE

6TH GRADE HOMEROOM
READING GRADE 5
ENGLISH 5—8
The 5th through 8th grade are finishing up their
section on adverbs in English. The kids will
jump from adverbs, to prepositions, conjunctions and interjections. This will go into more
sentence structure, and cover emotion words
that we use to express feelings.
The 5th & 6th grade enjoyed their trip to the fair
grounds to learn about healthy nutrition. They
learned how to make walking tacos, bean salsa, and parfaits.
They learned about healthy snacks and good hand washing
tips that they can use every day.

MRS. TONI GERVER
K—8 PHYSICAL EDUCATION
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Students in grades Kindergarten through
eighth grade will be busy with their
Hoops for Heart event in February.
Students will be shooting hoops for the
America Heart Association to help raise
funds to help wipeout heart disease, and
will educate children on how to stay
heart healthy All activities will take place
during our regular P.E. classes.
Please help your child remember to return his or her permission slip for our
event.
Students in 6th and 8th grade will have a
hospital representative come to our class
to teach them “no breaths CPR” in February and seventh grade will have the
same opportunity in March.
News from January included bowling for
grades 6-8. All students really enjoyed it
and did a good job representing
our school with their good behavior.
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THANK
YOU
to
*
Mrs. Hinze
*
Mrs. Hilker
*
Ms.Miller
*
and others
*
for
photos
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MR. JIM HALL

MATH 7—8; ALGEBRA 8

MRS. LORI HILKER

We are back into our routine now that the holidays have come and
gone. Things are feeling normal – whatever that means – and we are
making progress! The seventh graders are a little behind as the test
over ratio and proportion is usually completed right before or right
after the holiday break. They have completed that test right before
Catholic Schools Week. They are now onto Chapter 6 – Percents.
We hope their homework assignments, notes and text are used to study
and prepare for each and every test. They are improving and the biggest improvement is in the way they display their work. It, for the
most part, is done more neatly and labeled. We continue to remind
them to SHOW ALL their work on the paper they turn in (not on
“scratch paper” or book covers:) so we can see where they have made
mistakes and correct these. The structure keeps improving and is much
better than when we started in August. We keep them on their toes
and there is a lot of friendly reminders as we go around the room while
they work. We enjoy their enthusiasm and their attention – constantly
trying to improve from August. This class shows a great deal of potential.
The algebra class just took the test over systems of equations and inequalities and they are completing the chapter on exponentials and radicals. Calculators are very important here as much time is saved doing
tedious computations making it easier to move more quickly and teach
more content. A few of the students need better/new calculators but
are getting by. There are lots of group explanations and they seem
very capable of helping each another. The challenge has been good for
these students as they continue to improve and are ready for more.
The eighth grade math class have finished the chapter on ratio, proportion and percent. We expanded these topics to find missing parts of
similar figures, using unit rates to figure out the better buy, figuring
markups and discounts, percent of change
and other types of practical application problems. We have taken the chapter test and we
are hoping the class was well prepared.
Since taking the chapter test we have started
on the chapter on solving equations.
As the dreary, snowy, windy days of winter
continue mixed with some warmer, sunny
days that make us look forward to spring, we
will continue to do all we can to make progress. If you ever have questions, please feel
free to call or come visit. And, as always,
the support you give at home is much appreciated.
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VOCAL MUSIC K-8
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Since school started back up we’ve been working
on a variety of concepts in the general music classes: Call and response singing, spirituals, expression, repeated patterns and harmony. 1st and 2nd
graders will begin playing bell sets once a week
in February, and 4th graders will be preparing for
recorders.
The 5th grade Band is coming along very nicely.
They have a range of over an octave and have
progressed to playing songs that contain harmony! The 6th – 8th grades Band has been working
on playing a variety of music and developing better rhythm reading skills.
The 5th-8th graders have begun selecting and
working on music for the Middle School Music
Festival we’ve attended the past several years. It
will be in CAMBRIDGE on Friday, April 17.
Given that Easter Break is April 8th – 14th and we
come back on the 15th, the students will need to
put in practice time over that break. We will
need some parent sponsors to go with us as chaperones/room monitors.
The Spring Program is currently scheduled for
Thursday, May 7, so please pencil in that date.

Knights News

MRS. LANAE FRITSCH

100 Years 1919—2019

EIGHTH HOMEROOM,

represented the 7th grade class in the Geography Bee. Jack
is our 2019-2020 Geography Bee Champion, placing 1st in
the Championship round and Paige placed third. If you see
them around please make sure to congratulate them and all
the students that participated. The seventh graders also
joined in on the celebration with Martin Luther King Day.
They have some great speeches on what their dreams and
wishes would be today. We will be studying the Thirteen
Colonies, the French and Indian War, and the American
Revolution in the 3rd quarter.
8th Grade Social Studies
The eighth graders are studying about World War, the
Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, and then onto the
World War II era. We definitely will have our hands full
this 3rd quarter. For the Roaring Twenties the 8th graders
were assigned to learn one or two dances from the Roaring
Twenties era. They chose the Charleston from the 1920’s
and a contemporary line dance. We have some talented
students in the 8th grade class and they are planning to
demonstrate their skills at our Valentine’s Day dance.
Grace and Grant represented the eighth grade class in the
Geography Bee. Make sure to congratulate them and all
the students that participated. We are looking forward to
Catholic Schools Week and spending some quality time
with the Kindergarten and 4th grade class, as they are our
little brothers and sisters”. The eighth graders also joined
in on the celebration with Martin Luther King Day

SOCIAL STUDIES 5—8
5th Grade Social Studies
January and February bring a very busy time for Social
Studies. We have Martin Luther King Jr. day on January
20th, President’s Day, and Catholic Schools Week to mention just a few of the days in our busy schedule. The students have been working on their own “I Have a Dream”
speech. I challenged each of the students to write a paper
on their “Dreams and Wishes” if they could change something in our world today. I am amazed at what they came
up with.
The 5th graders are participating in “History Day” this year.
They will choose a state in the United States. They will
write an essay on that state, plus complete a project board
about that state, and will then present these on April 2nd, at
the school during History Day. We just finished our first
nine chapters in our Social Studies book. They learned a
little about the Civil War and the Reconstruction and now
we will begin the expansion of the United States, touch on
immigration, World War I and II, the Cold War, and finish
up the year with America today. We also participated in
the Geography Bee in which Kaela and Halleigha represented the 5th grade class. We were so proud of them. Congratulations to all who participated in the Geography Bee!
6th Grade Social Studies
The sixth graders finished up with their study on Africa,
onto Australia, and finishing up February with Asia. I
know the students are excited about this as some of them
have chosen different countries in Asia to complete their
“History Day” projects. We will be working on our reports and projects for the next 3 months, which seems like
a long time, but with Catholic Schools Week, ITBS testing,
parent teacher’s conference, and several other activities and
school events, it will fly by. The 6th graders also participated in the Geography Bee and were represented by Noah
and Laney, with Noah placing second overall. Congratulations to all of the students that participated. The
sixth graders also joined in on the celebration with
Martin Luther King Day.
7th Grade Social Studies
The seventh graders finished with their Civics class
right before the break and now we are learning about
our “Roots of American History!” We have reviewed
our map skills, the different regions and geographic
features of the United States, and also brushed up on
our rivers, lakes, oceans, and mountains in the United
States and around the world. I know Paige and Jack
were very happy that we reviewed all of these as they

2019-2020 Geography Bee Champions!
1st Place-------Jackson (7th Grade)
2nd Place------Noah (6th Grade)
3rd Place------Paige (7th Grade)
4th Place------Caleb (4th Grade)

Congratulations!
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MR. ZACH WIESER

7th HOMEROOM; 5—8 SCIENCE
2ND GRADE RELIGION
BOYS BASKETBALL COACH

5th Science
The students are working their way through
Chapter 6 right now. Chapter 5 was all
about different types of rock and how scientists study rocks and fossils. Chapter 6 is
focused on learning about the different resources the Earth has to offer, and all the
positives and negatives that
come with the different types
of energy we can use.

7th Science

6th Science
The 6th graders had a great
time dissecting in January!
They were able to get their
hands dirty and dissect a frog
and a cow eye. It was a lot of
fun learning how the frog
works and the similarities and
differences they share with
humans. We are now working on learning more about
birds and mammals.

In 7th grade science we are working through rocks
and fossils. They are learning how geologists study
rocks and fossils, and how they know how old different rocks and fossils are. We also are getting
ready to begin research for the science fair!

8th Science
In 8 science, the students are studying about different forces and how fluids affect those forces.
We just went through a section learning about
how planes work, including how they get off the
ground using thrust. The 8th graders are also
MRS GALE SLATTERY
getting ready to start their work for the science fair!
HEAD COOK
th

Goodbye January! Hello February! Another Catholic
Schools Week is in the books. I hope all the students enjoyed
the many activities throughout the week. It truly is a privilege to have this wonderful opportunity available in our community!
Looking ahead to February we are one month closer to
spring! We have been fortunate to have had such mild weather lately. I know I sure appreciate it! I’m not a very big fan
of the cold anymore. I would love to be able to offer more
fresh fruits and vegetables. It’s not always easy during the
winter months to have access to good fresh produce. We do
try to serve it as often as possible while still keeping our costs
as low as possible.
The highlighted Harvest of the Month for February is potatoes. They are very versatile and nutritious. They can be
prepared in many ways; French fries, baked, mashed, boiled,
added to casseroles and soups. The students at St. Patrick

School really seem to like their mashed
potatoes! Almost every class has chosen them for the special menu! Look
for some different ways that we plan to
serve them on the menu!
Please continue to watch your student’s backpack for lunch statements. I try to send them every week or two so that the balances don’t get too far ahead of
you. Statements are printed once the balance in their account
goes to a negative $5. Prompt payment when you get a notice is appreciated. If you ever have questions about your
balance or need to discuss payment options, please call 3455542. We are here to serve your students. Just a reminder
that if your financial situation ever changes you can apply for
free/reduced price lunches at any time during the school
year.
Wishing everyone a Happy Valentine’s Day!
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MRS. DEONNE HINZ
ART K—8 COMPUTER 5—8

Kindergarten – 8th Grade Art
It is amazing how quickly the year is going by, and just like
the saying goes, “time flies when you are having fun”. In art
there is so much to be done that I hope we will be able to get
everything completed, but before time passes too quickly
there are several important activities and projects coming up
that you need to be aware of:

7th Grade Computers

March is Youth Art Month and the students will be taking advantage of some fun activities in art this month.

Students have been working on
basic application skills in using Microsoft Word and PowerPoint. It is
fun to see how each student is able
to develop and improve their computer software skills.

McCook Art Guild Student Open Division Art
Show – 7th and 8th grade will be participating in the art
exhibit in March.
8th Grade Field trip to McCook Art Guild – they
will be spending the day creating a stain glass picture

8th Grade Computers
The students have been working on
finishing up their personal PowerPoint Presentations. Parts of their
slide shows will be put into their
graduation video. There are still
several students that have not
brought their baby pictures needed
to create the graduation video that
will be presented after the graduation mass coming up in May.

5th and 6th Grade Computer
We have been applying our typing skills learning some basic
software skill using Microsoft Office programs as well as Office 365. Starting in April, students will continue working on
their typing skills using the Typing Club program. Even
though they practice typing in class it is essential for students
to practice those skill at home, too. One of the easiest way is
have them practice typing anything, some ideas are to type a
poem, type a letter to a family member, or
type a section from a book. There are even
free internet sites available on line that offer
students a chance to practice.
The internet has become such a prevalent
asset to our daily lives, and staying safe using
the internet is important. In computer class
we have been working with an internet cybersecurity website helping students to use
coding skills, recognizing phishing emails,
and creating secure passwords. It has been
interesting having students realize how easy
it could be for someone skilled with technology to cause havoc with personal accounts if we are not aware of what to look
for in keeping our information safe.
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Top
AR point earners
by grade
January

First grade: Harper, Charlotte and
Katherine, each earned 2 points.

Eighth grade: Grant and Halee
7th Grade: Haley and Natalie
3rd Grade: Alani and Pavyn

Lee, 5th Grade; Anthony, 1st Grade; Derick, 5th Grade
1st Grade: Celia, Naomi and Harper

Sixth grade: Raedin & Jude
Third grade: Aidyn and Payvn

Fourth grade: Kevin and Clara
8th Grade: Haley, Evan and Grant
4th Grade: Oliver and Clara
1st—Celia, 1.4 pts; Harper, Naomi and Anthony, 1 pt. each
2nd—Kalie, 3.4 and Vivie 2and Addyson, 2.5 points each
3rd—Alani, 23 points; Payvn 21 points
4th—Clara, 18 points, Oliver, 9.8 points
5th—Derick 41.1 points; Lee 24 points
6th—Jude 43 points; Reese 19 points
7th—Haley 13.4 points; Natalie 8 points
8th—Halee 52; Grant 23.8; Evan 19.3, Evan was 2nd place in
words read with156,766.
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6th Grade: Jude and Reese
2nd Grade: Addyson, Vivie and Kali

News of the Little Knights
MS. LAURA MILLER
PRESCHOOL TEACHER
Wow! Hard to believe January is already over! We
have been very busy during the months of December and January. In the preschool class, we learned
about and made G gumballs, H hearts, I igloos, J
jails, K kings, L legos, and M marshmallows. We
made shaving cream snowmen, Christmas trees,
and ornaments for Christmas. We’ve worked on
the letters in our name, our shapes, and our colors!
We also had a lot of fun making Mat Man! In December,
we celebrated Tabor, Leah, and Lucas’s 4th birthdays.
We’ve been very busy in the PreK classes too! We’ve
learned about the letters Q, G, S, J, P, D, and B. We’ve
been working really hard on our numbers and letters
every day. In December, we learned about Advent,
made a Christmas tree and snowflakes. We made a mosaic nativity scene to hang in the windows and a reindeer
ornament. In January, we’ve been reviewing our letters
and learning a few new ones. We learned more about
winter and what we wear in winter. In December, we
celebrated Bailey and Gracelynn’s summer birthdays and
Charli’s 5th birthday in the PreK3 class. In the PreK 4
class, we celebrated Dylan’s 5th birthday and Dayana and
Hannah’s summer birthdays. In January, we have celebrated Isabella’s 5th birthday, Jacob’s 6th birthday and

Charlie’s summer birthday.
During December, we collected items to donate to
the food pantry.
We also had Donuts with Dad in the PreK 3 class during January. Thank you to all the dads and grandpas
that were able to come. :-)
Thank you to everyone who bought cookie dough
from any of our preschoolers. We’ve used some of
our fundraiser money to
buy a light table and accessories to go with it. It has
been lots of fun to play
with.

Shown at left:
Miss Laura payed in the
students vs. teachers/
parents during Catholic
Schools Week.

All set for the Christmas Program
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News of the Little
MS. LAURA MILLER
PRESCHOOL TEACHER
VOLLEYBALL COACH

Addysen and Hannah are using our new
light table. It can be used to put translucent
letters/numbers/shapes on the the colors
on them are brighter. It is used in the writing center to practice words and counting.

Pantry Donation from Pre K 4
Pre K 3 Pantry Donation
Pantry
Donation
from
Preschool

Santa and Elves made by Pre-K Classes

Snowmen made by Preschool
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Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

2

3 Chicken Strips
Baked Beans
Sweet Potato Fries
Fruit
Cookie
Milk

4 Scallop Potatoes
Ham
Vegetable
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

5

9

10 Hamburger on a
Bun
Baked Beans
Sweet Potatoes
Fruit
Birthday Cake
Milk

11 Cabbage Pocket
Casserole
Vegetable
Fruit
Cookie
Milk

16

23

Fri

Sat

6 Chicken Fajita
Beans
Salsa
Fruit
Tortilla Chips
Milk

7 Cheese Ravioli
Spaghetti Sauce
Salad
Fruit
Cheesy Breadstick
Milk

8

12 Roast Chicken
Mashed Potatoes
Vegetable
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

13 Deli Sandwich on
Flatbread
Salad
Baby Carrots
Fruit
Milk

14

15

17 Corn Dog Nuggets 18 Oriental Chicken
Baked Beans
Fried Rice
Sweet Potatoes
Vegetable
Fruit
Fruit
Cookie
Dinner Roll
Milk
Milk

19 3rd Grade Menu
Pasta w/Meatballs
Spaghetti Sauce
Corn on the Cob
Strawberries & Bananas
Dirt Pudding
Milk

20

21

24 Walking Taco
Refried Beans
Salsa
Fruit
Tortilla Chips
Milk

26 Ash Wednesday
PBJ or Tuna Salad
Sandwich
Vegetables
Fruit
Milk

27 Hot Dog on Bun
Pork & Beans
French Fries
Fruit
Milk

25

Stromboli
Marinara Sauce
Vegetable
Fruit
Milk

Tator Tot
Casserole
Vegetable
Fruit
Dinner Roll
Milk

Thu

COOK’S
CHOICE

NO
SCHOOL

Omelet
Breakfast Cookie
Hashbrown
Fruit
Juice
Milk

28 Cheese Pizza
Baby Carrots
Fruit
Cookie
Milk
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*Menu Subject to Change*
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.

Go to https://www.stpatsmccook.com/st--patrick-elementary-school for Newsletters, Menus, Calendars, Policies and more.
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